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G8 COMMUNICATIONS COMMENCES PILOT TRIAL WITH NASHVILLE POLICE FORCE
TO ENABLE MOBILE ACCESS TO SURVEILLANCE CAMERAS

Highlights
-

First Units of the Connected IO Machine Connect LT100 units delivered to the
Nashville Police Force

-

Pilot program initial success has led to more Machine Connect units being
required for the pilot trial

-

Potential for a successful pilot trial to lead to substantial orders and sector roll
out of Machine Connect units to enable mobile access to surveillance cameras

The Board of G8 Communications Limited (“G8”) is pleased to advise the Company
has delivered its first units to the Nashville police force as part of a pilot program to
deploy and retrofit existing surveillance cameras. In addition G8 has received an
order from the Nashville police force to provide further units to continue the pilot
trial.
The Company anticipates that successful pilot trials with the Nashville police force
has the potential to lead to further orders in the thousands and to create a stepping
stone to deployment of these units in other police departments in the United States
and internationally, and other first responding groups.
This represents an important step towards G8 capturing new markets outside those
in which the Company already sells units. G8 considers this an important part of the
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Company’s marketing strategy and has formed relationships with US distribution
groups to law enforcement agencies to expedite the marketing of its products.
About G8 Communications
G8 Communications is US based wireless technology innovator and manufacturer
operating in the multi billion dollar Internet of Things (“IoT”) space. G8 specialises in
machine to machine (“M2M”) connectivity, providing hardware solutions for some
of the world’s largest companies including Coca Cola and Verizon. G8’s software
solutions also include a customised cloud management interface and variety of
support services. Cisco predicts there will be 50 billion connected devices by 2020.
Further information please contact:
Yakov Temov (USA) - yakov@g8communications.com
Jason Ferris (Aus) - jason@g8communications.com
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